
Objectives:

� Practice string manipulation using string methods and sequence operations

� Practice user-input validation

Download and extract the following file to your desktop:  http://www.cs.uni.edu/~fienup/cs051f10/labs/lab4.zip

Part A:  Write a program that counts and prints the number of each vowels (‘a’, ‘e’, ‘i’, ‘o’, ‘u’, ‘y’) in a string

of text enter by the user.   Use a for  loop to iterate over each character in a string, such as:
for character in lineOfText:
    print character
print 'done'

After you have your program working correctly (“debugged your program”), raise your hand and

demonstrate your program.

Part B:  In class we talked about making code more robust by using a raw_input function to read user input

as a string and validating that the user enters an integer.   We developed code (in file lab4/intInput.py) that

looked something like:

# validates an integer input.
while True:
    ageString = raw_input("Enter your age: ")
    if ageString.isdigit():
        age = int(ageString)
        break
    else:
        print "Please reenter your age using only digits. ",

print "The age you entered was", age

a)  What’s not quite correct about our “definition” of an integer?  (“HINT:  use the int(  ) function at the Python

shell to check for other acceptable integers.)

b)  What might be an better definition of an integer?

c)  Modify the intInput.py code using your improve definition of an integer.

Part C:  In class we also talked about writing robust code to validate a users input to a ‘yes’ or ‘no’ question.  To

be nice, we might accept any string starting with ‘y’ or ‘n’ such as ‘yes’, ‘yup’, ‘no’, ‘nope’,  or ‘       no       ‘.   

Write code whose interaction look something like:

Would you like to play again (y/n)? say what
Please response with only 'y' or 'n'. Would you like to play again (y/n)? I don’t think so
Please response with only 'y' or 'n'. Would you like to play again (y/n)? later
Please response with only 'y' or 'n'. Would you like to play again (y/n)?       Yup
For response "Yup" the firstChar is "y"
>>>

After you have your program working correctly (“debugged your program”), raise your hand and

demonstrate your program.

If you complete all parts of the lab, nothing needs to be turned in for this lab.  If you do not get done

today, then show me the completed lab in next week’s lab period.  (Log off and take your USB drive :)
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